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a glimpse into  
The Difference

Forward-looking statements

this report may contain some statements 
on the Company’s business or financials 
which may be construed as forward- 
looking based on the management’s 
plans and assumptions. the actual 
results may be materially different 
from these forward-looking  based 
statements although we believe we have 
been prudent in our assumptions.

Visit: http://satincreditcare.com/ 
to view our report online
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At SCNL, we beLieve 
thAt  ‘reAChiNg out ’ iS 
Not mereLy About our 
growiNg preSeNCe, 
ACroSS iNdiA. it iS 
ALSo About exteNdiNg 
our reACh to the vASt 
Number of fiNANCiALLy 
exCLuded houSehoLdS 
iN the reAL bhArAt

It is about serving the 
unmet needs of India’s  
hinterland, whose 
aspirations have hitherto 
remained ignored 
and unaddressed. It is 
about that differential 
which makes us build a 
difference across every 
facet of our business 
value chain. Which, in 
turn, helps us make a 
difference in the lives of 
those excluded masses, 
while creating an eco-
system of value-led 
growth for each of our 
stakeholders. 

Building a difference  
 To Make a Difference 
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We believe that by building 
these differentials, we 
are making a meaningful, 
long-term and tangible 
difference. A difference that 
is redefining the way India 
looks at the financial needs 
of the millions whose lives 
are inexorably linked with the 
future of the nation.

35 lakh
people reached out 
(Consolidated as on March 2019)
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a difference showcased By…
The 1-Billion Mark

this differential is also manifest in 
our faster-than-industry growth in 
the last five years – we posted CAGR 
growth of 37.3% from FY15 to FY19, 
as against industry growth of 25.6%. 
that we have been able to sustain 
our growth momentum despite the 
setback says a lot about the inherent 
strengths we have successfully 
leveraged through the years to 
overcome myriad challenges.

when we reached the usd 1-Billion assets 
under management mark at the close of 
fy2018-19, what we notched was much 
more than a numBer. it was the mark of 
a difference that made us distinctive and 
dominant. it was also, in some ways, the 
feather in our cap, which we continued 
to make Bigger and Better with excellent 
numBers on every parameter that 
defines the difference Between the 
Better and the Best.
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40,02,167
no. of loans

7,06,829
Gross loan portfolio  

(` in lakhs)

`

28.49%
CRAR

99.50%
Collection efficiency

80,555
nII 

(` in lakhs)

1,44,804
Revenue 

(` in lakhs)

`

3.1%
RoA

19.8%
Roe

20,150
pAt
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a difference underlined By…
our DifferenTiaTeD approach  

To Business
The excellence of our numbers underlines the success of our business approach, 
in which we have always striven to be differentiated and distinct. When we started 
our journey, back in 1990, to reach out to urban shopkeepers with individual micro 
loans, we were faced with the challenge of adopting a business model that went 
beyond just giving out loans. We needed a differentiated business approach that 
could help hand-hold these clients, and at the same time enable us to establish a 
strong foundation for the future. Today, we stand tall as a differentiated market 
leader in our business space.



Vision
> to be a  “one-stop solution for the financially 

excluded households at the bottom of the 
pyramid for all their financial requirements”.

> to be a  “financial service powerhouse with a 
range of financial products designed and suited 
for the financially excluded community”.

Mission
>  to provide financial assistance to a large 

number of households which are excluded 
from the ambit of mainstream financial service 
providers, so as to enhance their livelihood and 
promote a productive environment.
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LENDINg DIFFERENTIATION
listed on nSe & BSe, SCnl has a scalable and sustainable 
business model, which continues to yield a track record of 
successful replication with industry leading repayments. our 
business is based primarily on the Joint liability Group model, 
enabling us to provide collateral-free, microcredit facilities to 
economically active women in rural, semi-urban and urban 
areas, who otherwise have limited access to mainstream 
financial service providers. We have successfully transformed 
our systems to carve a niche for ourselves in order to harness 
the massive opportunity provided to 35 lakhs low-income adult 
women in the group’s existing states of operation.

We also offer loans to individual businesses and Micro, Small & 
Medium enterprises (MSMes), housing finance, product financing 
for the purchase of solar lamps, bicycles, as well as loans for the 
development of water connections and sanitation facilities.

we remain focused on driving 
financial inclusion, underlined 
By our strong commitment 
to achieving socio-economic 
progress of low-income 
communities.



ThE quALITy DIFFERENTIAL
We are a ISo 27001:2013 certified company, committed to 
establishing a Gold Standard of Information Security best 
practices in the organization. our robust Information Security 
Management System (ISMS) is designed to uphold information 
security and client confidentiality as an integral component of 
our business. It also ensures a high standard of security by 
our employees, supported by strong It systems and processes 
throughout the organization.
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A BuSINESS MODEL WITh A DIFFERENCE (MICROFINANCE)

•  Promoting socio-economic  
development at community level

•  Women empowerment through economic interventions in rural & 
semi-urban areas

•  Cashless transaction with minimum documentation

•  Risk mitigation through digitization

•  Leveraging technology to reduce transaction cost

•  Channelizing institutional funding to people at  
the bottom of the pyramid

• Group Lending with joint liability replaces physical collateral with social 
collateral

• Joint responsibility instead of  collateral security

•  Need-based product delivery

•  Increased access to financial services

DIFFERENTIATED STRENgThS
our differentiated business model enables us to reach out 
to our stakeholders more effectively, in many different 
ways. It makes SCnl India’s one of the largest nBFC-MFI 
in terms of Gross loan portfolio.

Visionary 
Management 

backed by 
Professional  

Team

Strong client 
relationship 

built on 
transparent 
practices & 

internal controls

Low-risk 
lending aimed 

at income 
generation

Diversified 
product & 

geographical 
portfolio

Established 
track record 
of delivery 

through 
vast branch 

network

Proprietary 
IT platform & 
Technology 

prowess

Comfortable  
liquidity and 

CRAR

Large 
marquee 

institutional 
investor base


